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Introduction
The flowering weed gazania has long
been a favourite for coastal gardeners.
Its drought tolerance, masses of coloured
flowers, and ability to spread and thrive on
neglect are drawcards for gardeners, while
also being the attributes that make it an
invasive weed!
In South Australia, most gazania species
are declared weeds. They commonly
'escape' from gardens as their seeds
spread easily, they are dumped in garden
waste, or are planted illegally. Once
established in coastal environments,

they quickly outcompete local native
plants and reduce habitat, food, and
shelter for local wildlife. They are costly
to control and take valuable resources
away from other important issues.
A range of gazania species populate
metropolitan Adelaide and the Fleurieu
Peninsula's coastal dunes. Given their
sheer volume, most coastal residents
assume gazanias are a native species.
Previous attempts to engage residents
to control this weed had limited success
beyond individual properties.
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Results
• M
 ore than 200 households were
engaged across the pilot project,
removing gazanias and receiving
local coastal plants.

Methods
The Gazania free gardens project uses
multiple strategies to motivate coastal
residents to remove gazanias from their
gardens. The approach focuses on
educating the wider community and
making it socially unacceptable for people
to have them in gardens.

• C
 oastal garden design workshops
booked out in five days, with many
on a waitlist to attend.
• T
 he community planting day attracted
more than 30 people planting 750 plants.

Using a social-media-based marketing
model, partners promoted the project via
social media, mailing lists and websites, and
encouraged people to share, to increase the
reach of the Gazania free gardens message.

Participant survey responses showed positive
attitudes towards the environment and a strong sense
of community spirit, an important ingredient for any
environmental campaign. Receiving free native plants
was another key motivator for many participants.

Reasons for Participating

• A
 'plant swap' for residents to remove
gazanias from their gardens in exchange
for free native plants.

• A community planting day.

• A
 coastal garden design workshop
to learn about gardening with local
native plants.

• G
 iving away stickers for people to put on
their green bins, letterboxes, and weeding
buckets to influence personal networks
and the broader community.
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• U
 se of stickers on bins at coastal reserves
to raise broader community awareness.
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Not a motivation (1)

• Development

of a local display garden to
showcase alternatives.

Strong Motivation (5)
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In gardens, gazanias can be replaced with
local native plants. Water-wise native species
can offer year-round colour and attract local
fauna such as birds, butterflies and small
lizards. Where removal of gazania occurs,
replacements using local native coastal plants
are encouraged. Examples of suitable species
in metropolitan Adelaide and the Fleurieu
Peninsula include: Scaevola crassifolia,
Carpobrotus rossii, and Pelargonium australe.

• O
 n-going delivery of the project
with expansion into other local
government areas.

Motivation for participation

In the 2019 pilot project, coastal communities
were engaged through a series of activities
over six weeks, including:

Gazania replacements

• 5
 1% of workshop participants
reported being 'partially' or
'completely unaware' of the
threat gazanias pose to the local
environment before attending.
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I wished to
receive free
plants for my
garden

I wanted
to help the
environment
by removing
weeds from
my garden

I wanted to
participate in
a communitywide project

I was
impressed
by my
neighbours’
engagement
in the project

It was an
excuse to
renovate my
garden and
improve the
way it looks

Conclusion
Gazania free gardens has resulted
in the removal and safe disposal of
many gazanias, which prevents seeds
and cutting materials ending up in
high-priority conservation areas.
The project encouraged greater
awareness of the invasive nature of
gazanias and the use of local native
alternatives. The planting day and

For more information about coastal gardens
visit: www.greenadelaide.sa.gov.au
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coastal gardens workshops successfully
brought together project partner staff,
and helped strengthen ties and action
with local communities.
This project is a partnership between
Alexandrina Council, Goolwa to
Wellington Local Action Planning, Goolwa
Coastcare, Alexandrina Community
Nursery and Green Adelaide.
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